CES 2020: ZF presents ‘Safe Human Interaction
Cockpit’
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The SHI Cockpit enables intuitive interaction between humans
and the on-board systems of a vehicle
ZF will demonstrate its ‘Safe Human Interaction Cockpit (SHI
Cockpit) at the Consumer Electronics Show 2020 (CES 2020) in
Las Vegas, this week the company said in a press release on 6
January. The SHI Cockpit enables interaction between human and
on-board systems of a vehicle, including advanced driver
assistance systems (ADAS) and self-driving system (SDS) intuitive
to deliver enhance comfort and safety.
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In case of automated vehicle, the SHI Cockpit facilitates an intuitive and unobtrusive transfer of driving control
between the driver and the vehicle’s SDS. The system advises when traffic conditions are suitable for automated
driving. The vehicle can take over driving control as soon as the driver lets go of the steering wheel. A Hands-onDetection (HOD) function in the steering wheel detects this and the wheel rises and retracts but remains within the
range, once the machine takes over the driving control. At this time, the driver’s seat moves backward and
downward and inclines to a steeper angle.
According to ZF, the SHI Cockpit relies on haptic (like vibrating seatbelt), visual (circulating strip of cockpit lights in
varying color), and acoustics (sound and voice) to inform drivers of whether they or the vehicle is in driving control.
When the vehicle’s SDS is in the driving control, the SHI Cockpit can give the driver an advanced notice to take
back control of driving. If the driver fails to respond, the vehicle can be programmed to stop once reaching a safe
position.
ZF claims that its SHI Cockpit ensures comfort and safety even before the journey begins. To facilitate smooth
onboarding, the driving seats receives the driver in a retracted and inclined position and the flattened steering wheel
moves upward and rotates. Once the driver is seated, a 3D interior camera measures the driver's height and adjusts
the seat and steering wheel accordingly. The SHI Cockpit groups all assistance and feedback on just one operator
and display level, allowing the driver to have a bird’s eye view of their vehicle on the Head-Up Display Instrument
Cluster, where a monitor is installed in the center of the cockpit.
Significance: ZF developed SHI Cockpit in partnership with French automotive supplier Faurecia and German
engineering service provider Forschungsgesellschaft Kraftfahrwesen mbH Achen (fka). ZF led the project and also
developed and networked all of the new functions. The company was responsible for all the active and passive
safety systems as well as for the HOD steering wheel and for advanced control elements. ZF collaborated with
Faurecia for integrating the restraint systems into the seats and the design of the cockpit elements. ZF is
collaborating with fka for testing the SHI Cockpit on a continuous basis.
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